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Let�s Get Square Name ______________________________

Part 1

You are a farmer who raises cotton. You�re also a student of scientific history and know
about Gregor Mendel�s experiments with dominant and recessive traits. You�ve decided
to cross two of your cotton plants, a pure homozygous dominant blue plant (BB) and a
pure recessive white plant (� �), hoping to grow a light blue �acid wash� style fiber for
denim jeans. If you are successful, you will produce a cotton fiber that will reduce the need
for acid in the production of the jean fabric. Use the Punnett square below to show the types
of offspring you would expect. Note: The white plant is designated (� �) because it lacks a
gene for any color. A (bb) would represent a gene for the color white.

(Using Punnett Squares to Predict Future Offspring)

1. What fraction of the offspring produces homozygous white cotton? _____
What percent? _____%

2. What fraction of the offspring would produce
homozygous blue cotton? _____
What percent? _____%

3. What fraction of the offspring are heterozygous
(B�)? _____   What percent? _____%

4. You find that regular blue cotton is produced by (BB)
and (B�) genotypes. Co-dominance does not occur with
these genes. Was your production of light blue fiber
successful? _____

5. If the parents produced 100 offspring, predict how many would grow as white
cotton. _____   What percent is this? _____%
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Part 2

Your attempt to breed light blue cotton plants proved unsuccessful. However, you decide
to try something else. You review Gregor Mendel�s work on peas and decide to cross two
blue hybrid (B�) offspring cotton plants. Set up and complete an appropriate Punnett square
in the space below.

1. If these parents produced 100 offspring, predict how many offspring would have
white cotton. __________________________________________________________

2. Explain how two blue cotton plants could produce white cotton offspring.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

3. What would the offspring look like from a cross between a heterozygous (B�) blue
cotton plant and a homozygous (� �) white cotton plant? Show the possible outcomes on
the Punnett square below.

4. In actuality, scientists are still trying to genetically insert a blue colored gene from
bacteria into cotton chromosomes so blue and white colored fiber cotton plants can be
cross-pollinated. They are �dying� to find out if a pure blue cotton plant (BB) would
be �bluer� than a hybrid blue cotton plant (B�). What do you think will happen?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Possible Cotton Colors:
____________________
____________________
____________________


